Abstract
The concept of burnout, which was dealt within the context of working life in the beginning, has begun to be examined by adapting it to the school environment. Burnout, defined as a decline of energy physically, emotionally and in the feelings of achievement of the work that is being done as well as a decline in the sense of personal achievement, is used similarly to describe school burnout. In recent years, it has been reported that this concept, addressed within the context of school, results in depression, absenteeism, lack of connection with school and dropout. When the literature is examined, it is seen that the approaches to the concept of school burnout in the theoretical sense are mostly conservation of resources theory, demands-resources model, social cognitive theory, existential perspective and developmental process model. The aim of this research to include explanations of the aforementioned theories on school burnout and based on these theories to present suggestions to the field of mental health and future researchers.
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BURNOUT is proposed as a concept by Freudenberger for the first time (1974). The concept of burnout is conceptualized as a composition of long-term emotional burnout, physical fatigue, not participating in business, removing those receiving service from humanity and low business success. Freudenberger created burnout syndrome as a result of the studies he gained from his clinical experience. In this context, it has been concluded that burnout is widely seen in the service sector and in occupational groups where face-to-face service is provided. However, it was later observed that the burnout was also observed in the blue-collar workers, called the working class (Pines and Aronson 1988). Later on, the concept of burnout was defined as a three-dimensional structure in the form of emotional burnout, desensitization and personal failure and a measurement tool (Maslach Burnout Inventory) was developed in this direction (Maslach and Jackson 1986, Hobfoll and Shirom 2001).

School Burnout

Although the concept of burnout was addressed as a workplace-related concept in the early times and it has also been studied by being adapted to educational contexts by Educational Psychologists (Fimian and Cross 1986, Schaufeli et al. 2002, Jacobs and Dodd 2003, Noh et al. 2013). According to the researchers, schools also have some demands from students such as being successful or the best and these demands make students feel under pressure (Salmela-Aro et al. 2009). Depending on this, school burnout is treated as a state of tension observed in situations where the student cannot meet the educational expectations of himself/herself or someone else (Frydenberg and Lewis 2004, Salmela-Aro et al. 2009, Barnett and Flores 2016). It has been seen that the results of studies on school burnout are similar to employee burnout (Pines et al. 1981). Some of these results are depression, absenteeism, and dropping out of school (Fimian and Cross 1986, Covington 2000, Frydenberg and Lewis 2004, Yang 2004, Salmela-Aro et al. 2009). Therefore, it is important to examine the causes and consequences of school burnout (Parker and Salmela-Aro 2011).

It is stated that school burnout has negative consequences and risk factors related to physical and mental health. In particular, the negative school environment and low academic achievement are associated with school burnout (Salmela-Aro et al. 2008). Studies conducted similarly have shown that especially weak relationships within the family and emotion-focused coping increases the risk of school burnout and which in turn lead to anxiety and school dropout later on (Silvar 2001). School burnout often emerges due to a mismatch between the performance standards that the student sets for himself or herself and the actual performance he or she shows at school (Kiuru et al. 2008). For this reason, it is stated that the difference between the situation they expect to be and the one that they are actually in or where they are carries the risk leading to school burnout (Walburg et al. 2016).

Burnout is often described as a three-dimensional structure in the literature. These dimensions include emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and lack of personal accomplishment or sense of low personal success (Maslach et al. 2001). Exhaustion from these dimensions leads to the feelings of chronic fatigue and uneasiness. Depersonalization is a person’s losing his or her interest in the work that he or she is doing and finding it meaningless. The decline in the feeling of personal accomplishment or inability dimension is expressed as a decreased sense of competence and success. For this reason,
burnout is seen as a major risk factor for many professions and students and it is stated that the burnout is likely to result in depression in the long term. Along with depression, school burnout also brings along low self-esteem and suicidal risk (Walburg 2014).

School burnout is regarded as a form of reaction emerging in dealing with the academic stress that especially experienced by students in the long-term school life. In this context, it is accepted that there is also a three-dimensional structure in school burnout as it is in employee burnout. These dimensions are exhaustion at school, cynicism to the meaning of the school and sense of inadequacy at school (Luo et al. 2016). This situation which is observed in the students leads to some negative results in a developmental sense. Especially school burnout is a feature related to low academic achievement, anxiety, depression, psychological problems, truancy, absenteeism and school dropout (Yang 2004, Bask and Salmela-Aro 2013).

School burnout is associated with school and is being studied as a long-term stress. The studies report that about 10% of adolescents are faced with problems due to school burnout in Finland. Along with that, it is stated that especially the students with success orientation have more school burnout than the students with mastering orientation (Salmela-Aro et al. 2009).

It is stated that high school students who have academic field education have higher levels of school burnout than those who are educated in vocational high schools. This is linked to the test stress of the higher test scores especially required in transition to academic high school. It is also stated that male students who are getting an education in these high schools have more school burnout than girls (Salmela-Aro et al. 2008).

**Burnout Theories**

The adventure of the concept of burnout, which started out with working life in the beginning, has been extended to studies with university students and then studies conducted to secondary and high school students. In this process, the theories that explained the burnout of working in the beginning then clarified the concept of school burnout. These theories are Conservation of Resources Theory, Demands-Resources Model, Social Cognitive Theory, Existential Perspective and Developmental Process Model.

**Conservation of Resources CoR Theory**

The theory of conservation of resources initially introduced some explanations regarding stress and therefore it is among the theories explaining stress. According to this theory, people want to acquire resources and maintain these resources. Stress is a reaction shown to the loss of a possible resource in the environment, especially the loss that may happen in the resources of the person. These resources include objects, conditions, personal characteristics and energies (Grandey and Cropanzano 1999).

Under which conditions stress emerges is one of the topics that the theory explains. According to the theory, people have a basic motivation to acquire, maintain and protect what they value. These things can be expressed as resources. The theory of the conservation of resources mentions the existence of four main resource categories. These resources are can be listed as (i) objects (such as house, car), (ii) conditions (such as good marriage, regular job), (iii) personal qualities (social self-confidence, high self-
esteem) and (iv) energy (loans, money, and supports). According to the theory, psychological stress or tension in people emerges when; (i) the resources are threatened, (ii) the resources are lost and (iii) the owned resources are lost and failure occurs in the acquisition of the new resources (Hobfoll 1989). In this context, burnout is likely to occur when resources are threatened, lost, or a problem is encountered in acquiring new resources.

This theory also explains the intraroles or interroles results of stress. For example, one's role conflict in business life causes him or her to believe he or she cannot succeed at work. Consequently, this person faces the fear of losing his or her job and transfers the other resources he or she has in order to cope with this fear. According to this theory, the conflicts between the roles also lead to the stress. It is because the working life and the roles in the family are not easy to manage together. This situation or potential for losing resources lead to a negative psychological consequence. Consequently, they experience problems such as dissatisfaction, depression, anxiety, or psychological problems. Planning such as leaving the position at the workplace requires relocation or protection of resources. In case it is not done, this situation may result in burnout (Wright and Cropanzano 1998, Hobfoll and Shirom 2001).

This theory also indicates that besides the risk of losing resources, critical life events can also cause stress. In particular, an event that results in the loss of one of the resources predict the emergence of stress and difficulties in people. According to Hobfoll (1989), the changes do not lead to stress in people on their own. However, a change that results in loss of one of the valuable resources is likely to lead to a problematic situation. Based on this, it can be said that the theory of conservation of resources is a theory that also examines the effect of life changes on the stress level.

When the conservation theory of resources is compared with the gains, it states that people are more affected by losses. Even if the resources are sufficient, the loss of resources has effect at a certain rate. In other words, the loss of resources makes people more vulnerable to possible future resource losses (Vaux and Harrison, 1985).

In theory, it is stated that social support is a great resource potential for the individuals who have this directly. Social support has the feature of meta construct which includes the person's connections with people next to him or her, people who can provide help that may be meaningful to the person and a sincere attitude presented with a supportive intent (Vaux and Harrison 1985, Hobfoll and Stokes 1988). Social support means a feeling of being connected with others or access to persons who may be a resource of assistance in necessary conditions. Social support can result in access to an object, condition, personal characteristic, or energy resources. For example, the people with more social support resources can find someone they can borrow from to have something they want, they can find help to succeed when they encounter a new situation or this support they get from their environment may support their self-esteem. The concept of social support in the conservation theory of resources is approached as an important resource (Hobfoll and Shirom 2001).

In the literature, there are empirical studies supporting the explanations of the conservation of resources theory. The one-dimensional approach of the theory to burnout is supported by many longitudinal studies. According to this, burnout occurs due to the chronic stress exposure that arises as a result of work in the working life of individuals (Hobfoll and Shirom 2001). In a meta-analysis study conducted by Lee and Asforth
(1996), the relationship of demand and resources with the three dimensions of burnout has been examined. It has been seen that in accordance with the opinions contained in the conservation theory of resources there are strong relationships between demands & resources and emotional exhaustion compared to depersonalization and lack of personal accomplishment. Again in the same study emotional exhaustion was found to present a stronger relationship with the resources than the demands. It can be interpreted that people are more sensitive to resource loss.

Compared to the burnout individuals, those dedicated to their works are creating more resources in their working life and daily life, they invest more in social support resources and thus increase their positive emotions. This resource abundance serves as the resource for the development of effective coping with problems in people. The concept of engagement is a satisfaction state defined by dedication and vigor in working life. Vigor is explained as an abundance of energy such as mental indomitableness and persistence despite difficulties (insistence) (Schaufeli et al. 2002, Schaufeli and Bakker 2004). Also, vigor is a positive emotional state that creates resources and spreads them between thought and action. Created and disseminated actions also facilitate the state of being dedicated (Schaufeli et al. 2002). Dedication is another part of the commitment. This is exemplified by the feeling of being important, willingness, striving, praising oneself, and passion (Schaufeli et al. 2002). Resources help to develop being dedicated. This is because dedicated individuals have enough resources to complete their tasks.

Along with the conservation of resources theory, which explains stress and burnout in the workplace, there are also studies in which this theory is adapted to school burnout. Regarding this, it is stated that the students who are studying in the health field leave their education after the high school due to school burnout (Deary et al. 2003). In terms of the conservation of resources, school engagement is considered as a protective factor for the risk of dropout from school (Salanova, et al. 2010). By definition, the phenomenon of school burnout can be explained by these two main concepts as social support and the burden of the responsibilities caused by studies at school. In other words, responsibilities in school refer to the risks of acquiring and losing resources while social support refers to protecting resources (Yang, 2004).

There are many studies available in the literature made for employee burnout on the basis of conservation theory of resources. However, a limited number of studies have been conducted on school and student burnout. One of these is the research conducted on 454 university students by Alarcon et al. (2011). In this study, the case of school burnout has been studied and reviewed in terms of conservation of resources. In the study, social support, coping and consciousness personality trait in the big five-personality theory have been taken as resources. Relationships between these resources, school demands, and school burnout were studied with structural equation modeling. There was no direct relationship between social support and the demands in the study, however, it has been seen that there is a direct relationship between social support and problem-focused coping. In the relationship between school burnout and engagement, it is seen that the coping is partly mediating variable. Along with that, it has been seen that there are significant relationships between demands and school burnout and the personality trait of consciousness is associated with the school burnout through demands. It has been seen that there is a high relation in a negative direction between
school burnout and being dedicated.

**Demands–Resources Model**

Demand–resources model initially introduced some explanations for stress. However, it later turned to explaining the causes of more burnout. In this context, firstly the demands on the employees at the workplace and then the effects of available resources on burnout and engagement to cope with these demands were studied. The model draws attention to the fact that each profession has its own characteristics in relation to burnout and rather it suggests that these characteristics can be addressed in two general categories as demands and resources (Bakker et al. 2004).

Demands express the needs of the work in terms of physical, social and organizational aspects. There is a psychological cost (such as burnout) of these requirements because they require a constant effort and creates a pressure on the person (Wei et al. 2015). According to Hockey’s (1993) demand-control model, people use a performance protective strategy against the environmental stress resources (such as noise, temperature, workload and time pressure). These resources of stress correspond to works demands in the model of demands–resources. Performance protection is accomplished successfully by activation of the sympathetic system (such as autonomic and endocrine systems), an increase of personal effort (active control in the information processing process) or both of them (Hockey 1993). The more people move, or the more effort they make, the more physiological costs they bear. If a person performs such a high-cost behavior for a long time, he or she runs out of energy and gets emotionally exhausted (Demerouti et al. 2001).

Although theories explaining the development of burnout explain the relationship between burnout and job demands, the relations between resources and breaking away from work are explained by the theories about the development and continuity of health (Antonovsky 1987). The basic question of these theories is to determine the factors that protect people’s health under the work overload. The answer to this problem is the "resources" that are called health protective factors. Work resources are the physical, psychological, social and organizational aspects of work listed as (i) ability to fulfill the purposes of the job functionally, (ii) reducing the demands of work that leads to physiological and psychological costs and (iii) promoting personal growth and development (Demerouti et al. 2001).

The demands–resources model states that environmental properties can be addressed in two categories as requests and resources. Demands are workload, time pressure, relations with clients, physical environment, and shift work. The resources are feedback, awards, job control, participation, job security and principal support. Excess demands can lead to burnout in people, and lack of resources can lead to breaking away from the work. When the exact opposite is considered, in cases where there is less demand and the resources are sufficient, work engagement and job satisfaction increase in people (Demerouti et al. 2001). Studies in the literature support the model by showing the positive effect of the resources at work on the demands that cause work commitment, performance, and burnout (Bakker and Demerouti 2007, 2008). Personal resources, such as self-efficacy, are also referred to as person–environment interaction and this concept has been included in the model in recent researches. In this context, the studies conducted explain that the resources at work are transformed into work
commitment with personal resources such as self-efficacy (Xanthopoulou et al. 2009).

It is explained by this model that social support affects depersonalization from the dimensions of burnout. Lack of social support, especially in the workplace (Leiter and Maslach 1988, Leiter 1991), restriction of the use of skills (Leiter 1990), low level job control (De Jonge and Schaufeli 1998, De Rijk et al. 1998) and low level of feedback on performance (Maslach and Jackson 1986) are reasons leading to depersonalization. In particular, attention is paid to the importance of social support in the model. It is stated that received social support and feedback are important variables in reducing the negative effect of demands and stress (Cohen and Wills 1985, Bakker et al. 2004).

In summary, this model explains that burnout develops in a two-stage process. In the first stage, job demands create an excessive burden on people and this leads to emotional exhaustion. Inadequate resources in the second stage or resource inefficacy make people confront with job demands and this leads to a complex situation. Then people show withdrawal behaviors. The long-term consequence of withdrawal behavior results in disengagement. Therefore, this model especially argues that the interaction between job demands and internal resources have an effect on the burnout (Demerouti et al. 2001).

It is emphasized that there is a limited knowledge of how to apply theoretical information in the model of demands-resources to the school context in the literature. According to this model, students are faced with too much demand in the academic environment about the lessons and studies that will affect burnout and engagement to the school in the future (Wei et al. 2015). Such situations affect students' engagements level to the school, their burnout level, and their well-being. For this reason, the importance of study and evaluation of the opinions, which were put forward in the model, also in the context of the school is being mentioned. When this model is adapted to schools, demands are regarded as a situation that has the function of fulfilling the purposes regarding lessons and activities; resources are regarded as a situation with the function of realizing the objectives associated with the study. Additionally, as is in the application of the demand-resource model in the working life, self-efficacy beliefs have also been added to school burnout studies. In the model, it has been proposed that demands lead to school burnout in students but self-efficacy beliefs have an important role in improving students' engagement to the school (Salmela-Aro and Upadyaya 2014).

The researchers who try to study and explain the concept of school and student burnout within the frame of this model have noted that the demands related to the work required from students lead to stress in students. However, they emphasize that self-efficacy should be considered as a source for enabling and sustainability of engagement (Vasalampi et al. 2010). In particular, it is explained that work-related resources are associated with school engagement whereas demand is more often associated with school burnout. Based on this, it is foreseen that extreme demands increase school burnout and personal resources have an influence on being engaged to school. In addition, it is stated that the concepts school engagement and school burnout can be thought of as two opposite concepts (Salmela-Aro and Upadyaya 2014).

The demand-resource model predicts two different processes in burnout and school burnout (Demerouti et al. 2001, Salmela-Aro 2014). One of these is overload and fatigue caused by effort-focused energy process and work demands. This situation can
be defined as “demands”. For example, workload and academic pressure lead to energy depletion and stress in the first stage and then result in burnout. At the end of this process, the person’s mental health gets impaired. Another process proposed in the model is a motivational process and “resources” that the student can access resulting in being dedicated to the school. This process ultimately contributes to an increase in life satisfaction of the student. High self-efficacy, social support, support for engagement are listed as examples of resources. In addition to that, demands are work-related difficulties during school years, overwork and prevention of engagement (Salmela-Aro and Upadyaya 2014). While the study-related resources are more decisive in students’ developing engagement to school, work-related demands are more evident in the occurrence of school burnout. Study demands are a challenge for study-related purposes. However, resources have an important role in achieving these goals. Consequently, as a result of school burnout, situations such as depression and school dropout are being observed, being dedicated to school improves students’ doing well and learning (Salmela-Aro 2017).

In a study by Salmela-Aro and Upadyaya (2014), it has been concluded that year-end study demands presented a positive relationship with school burnout in vocational high school students whereas the study sources are positively related to the engagement to school. In addition, it has been seen in the study that self-efficacy beliefs have a positive correlation with engagement to education and a negative relationship with school burnout. In a study conducted by Salmela-Aro et al. (2008), school burnout has been found to be a strong predictor of depression again in vocational high school students. In addition, the predictive power of school burnout has also been examined and it has also been seen that depression also predicts school burnout. However, it has been seen that school burnout has higher predictive power in depression. In addition, research has reached the conclusion that life satisfaction is a predictor of school engagement. These findings obtained in the research have been interpreted as school burnout has “spillover effect” in other areas of life whereas other areas of life have a positive effect on the school.

In a recent research conducted in the cross-lagged pattern by Salmela-Aro et al. (2017), it has been seen that school burnout predicts internet addiction; it has been seen that in the next stage internet addiction predicts school burnout and in the last stage both school burnout and internet addiction predict depression. This situation is interpreted as internet addiction affects school-related mental health negatively in adolescents and it has a negative effect on the general mental health with the spillover effect in the last stage. In this context, researchers indicate that the demand-resource model is a useful model for explaining students’ levels of adjustment to school and general adjustment. Especially in the school context, it is mentioned that burnout has a mediator effect on demands and mental health (Salmela-Aro 2017).

Social Cognitive Theory

Self-efficacy is one of the most central concepts in social cognitive theory (Bandura 1997). Self-efficacy expectation in social cognitive theory is the most basic determinant about what behavior will be the initiator for an action to take place, how much effort will be made and how long it will take if failure or obstruction is encountered (Schwarzer and Hallum 2008). In a more concrete sense, self-efficacy includes the beliefs whet-
her a person can or cannot complete the task in a particular task (Yang 2004). According to the theory, self-efficacy makes a difference in how one thinks, feels, and acts. In terms of feelings, it is stated that low self-efficacy may lead to depression, anxiety, and hopelessness. It is stated that those with low self-efficacy have low self-esteem and they also have a pessimistic view of their success and personal development. A strong sense of competence in terms of thought facilitates performance and cognitive processes in different environments. This situation also determines the quality of decision-making and academic achievement (Schwarzer and Hallum 2008). Also, individuals with low self-efficacy have doubts about their competence in overcoming an uncertain situation and they give up easily (Yang 2004).

The social cognitive theory is one of the widespread theories regarding views on explaining human behavior (Bandura 1977, 1982). In literature, based on the views expressed in social cognitive theory, the case of burnout in the working life has been researched and studies have been made on this subject (Schwarzer and Greenglass 1999). Similarly, the concepts and views expressed by this theory are also used in the case of school burnout. Self-efficacy, one of the most important concepts of the theory, is evaluated as a feature associated with burnout and school burnout (Yang 2004). The self-efficacy beliefs, the demands explaining school burnout are also addressed to in resources model and self-efficacy is considered as a personal resource in dealing with burnout (Xanthopoulou et al. 2009). In addition, it is reported that there is a positive relationship between engagement to the school, which is an exact opposite of school burnout, and self-efficacy (Salmela-Aro and Upadyaya 2014).

More than thirty years, the researchers have been using the concept of self-efficacy to explain the phenomenon of burnout (Yang 2004). In order to explain the concept of self-efficacy, Albert Bandura suggested the views expressed by social cognitive theory. According to Bandura, self-efficacy is the ability of a person to create an action plan in order to be able to perform in a certain matter and to evaluate the skills related to this task. As is known, self-efficacy is a powerful predictor of performance in a given task and is the degree to which one perceives his or her talents in a particular task. Self-efficacy expectation is one of the determinants of what task or activity the person will choose. With a more specific expression, people with higher self-efficacy beliefs tend to more challenging tasks. On the contrary, people with weak self-efficacy beliefs prefer tasks below their talent (Bandura 1977).

Self-efficacy level increases or decreases motivation. Individuals with high self-efficacy prefer challenging task (Bandura 1997). They determine higher goals for themselves and are devoted to these goals. Actions of people are formed by their thoughts and based on this people predict future scenarios that are optimistic or pessimistic about themselves according to their self-efficacy. When a step is to be taken in a matter, those with high self-efficacy are making more efforts in a task compared to those with low self-efficacy and show more persistence. When they meet an obstacle, they are recovering faster and are reconnecting to their purposes. High self-efficacy allow people to choose more challenging tasks at the same time, discover their surroundings and create innovations. Some people have doubts about themselves and cannot motivate themselves. These people have weak faith in themselves to accomplish their goals. In addition, these people do not know what steps to take in order to be successful. In this sense, self-efficacy belief differs in three respects from self-esteem, self-concept, audit focus
and other similar characteristics. (i) self-efficacy is an inner attitude (I am the reason for the behavior I display), (ii) it is a source for future behavior and (iii) the desired behavior is closely related to cognition and is a good predictor of correct behavior. For this reason, self-efficacy has a functioning structure (Schwarzer and Hallum 2008).

High self-efficacy provides comfort to individuals when they are engaged in a difficult task or activity. On the contrary, low self-efficacy causes the task that people are doing to seem harder than it actually is. This leads to a more limited perspective on stress, depression, and problem-solving (Yang 2004). Self-efficacy shows a protective characteristic when it comes to dealing with difficulties. The optimistic view of a person’s ability to cope with daily difficulties increases motivation in coping and offers a more structured way. Therefore, those with high levels of self-efficacy are more likely to meet both the demands of their work and the demands of everyday life than those who doubt themselves. Individuals who are well-suited to such demands will be more resistant to burnout (Schwarzer and Greenglass 1999, Caprara et al. 2003, Skaalvik and Skaalvik 2007).

In the most general sense, it is emphasized that self-efficacy influences one’s goals, emotional reactions, effort, coping behaviors and persistence in a task (Yang 2004). Researchers have revealed the relationship between some psychological states and burnout. One of these features is self-efficacy. In these studies, it has been stated that individuals who do not have a sense of mastery, in other words, those with low self-efficacy beliefs, experience easier burnout and their adaptation capacities are weaker (Cherniss 1992). Based on these views, it can be said that the higher the level of self-efficacy in people, the lower the rate of burnout. Internal variables such as self-efficacy level are associated with burnout in almost all occupations (Maslach and Jackson 1985).

The social cognitive theory states that self-efficacy, as well as burnout, affects students’ perceptions of performance on a specific task. Based on this theory, social support and the workload of lessons are two important factors affecting burnout (Yang 2004). The studies in the literature reveal the relationship between self-efficacy belief and getting high grades from lessons in high school (Caprara et al. 2010). For this reason, it is stated that self-efficacy can contribute positively to students’ ability to cope with stress. In addition, it has been reported that the solution-focused therapy approach in adolescents is effective in increasing self-efficacy. Especially in terms of dealing with school burnout, it is recommended to carry out studies enhancing self-efficacy and solution-focused coping and the attention should be drawn to the relationship between self-efficacy and school burnout (Walburg 2014).

Existential Perspective

Burnout is treated as a type of stress or as a result of stress when the concept was first introduced. However, Pines (2000) suggests that there is a large number of anecdotal evidence that burnout is not a result of high level of stress. He states that from time to time stress in the workplace reflects the importance of the work that one is doing and may, therefore, be associated with a low level of burnout. In this regard, he cites a health worker’s following statement: “On my busiest days, I enjoy work more than other days. Burnout occurs when I cannot help a patient.” Based on this, he states that burnout may be a subspecies of stress and there may be different variables in terms of increasing burnout, being associated with burnout and the results it will cause. Along
with that, more emphasis on the organizational factors in relation to burnout in the studies dealing with teacher burnout especially in the field of education constitutes an opinion that burnout is affected by organizational variables according to the individual variables (Pines and Aronson 1988, Maslach and Leiter 1997). However, it is stated that the best predictors of burnout are not organizational variables but rather individual variables (Kremer-Hayon and Kurtz 1985).

From an existential point of view, the real reason for your burnout is that people do not find their lives and jobs meaningful and functional (Clarkson 1992, Pines 1993, Yiu-kee and Tang 1995, Manzano-García and Ayala-Calvo 2013). Similarly, burnout directly affects people’s values and hopes. This causes people to question both their profession and their existence (Maslach and Leiter 1997). According to Frankl (2013), the search for meaning in human life is the primary instinct in life. In addition, when people find the work they do meaningful, this offers a way to deal with the fear of confronting death. A person, who expects to get the feeling of importance from his or her work from an existential point of view, starts out with high goals and expectations; he or she becomes an idealist and more motivated about work. However, if the person feels that he or she is unsuccessful, then the job becomes unimportant. The person starts to feel that he or she will not be able to make a difference in the world, starts to experience hopelessness and despair and finally the feeling of burnout (Pines and Keinan, 2005). There are studies revealing this situation. In his study, Pines (2000, 2002) has revealed that there is a negative relation between feeling important and burnout. Although the correlational studies have not revealed any information regarding the causality among variables, one of the possible consequences of the burnout is finding work is insignificant. In addition, it can be argued that burnout and feeling of insignificance are the results of a more general stress factor (Pines and Keinan 2005).

The existentialist viewpoint states that teacher burnout is related to high-level needs including the need to achieve and devoting all the potential to the job and a sense of self-fulfillment (Malanowski and Wood 1984). Dealing with problematic behaviors of students too much, decrease in students’ learning and lack of student participation in lessons in schools cause the teachers to feel the sense of worthlessness. This leads to teacher burnout in the last stage (Pines 2002).

From the existentialist point of view summarized above, the phenomenon of burnout is more often observed as a result of the loss of meaning in life. Besides that when a person finds the job he or she does worthless, meaningless, and thinks that he or she does not make a difference in the world he or she experiences the feeling of burnout. Based on this, school and student burnout concept can be considered as a situation associated with meaning in life and whether the activities carried out at school are deemed valuable by the student.

**Developmental Process Model**

According to Nurmi (2012), modeling in psychology is how the facts and theoretical concepts on the basis of work or their direct and indirect relations with each other are observed and how they can be generalized. It is stated that these interactive processes consist of three levels and each level consists of two sub-levels within itself: Theory building (meta-theories and theories), modeling (models and measurement models) and measurability (variables and phenomena).
As is also shown in Figure 1, first of all, meta-theories are made of at the most general and concrete level (such as learning theories or psychoanalysis), and general principles of specific research areas. However, these theories influence the construction of more specific theories that cannot be misunderstood by individual studies or experiments. In the next stage, theories come to a more concrete and more articulated level (For example, learned helplessness theory). However, these theories, as in meta-theories, can rarely be falsified by only one study. One of the key thoughts presented in Figure 1 is the different levels of theoretical conceptualizations interact with each other.
In the long run, the development of new theories and the change of paradigms in a particular research area can affect meta-theories. Similarly, theories often derive from some key principles of meta-theories (Nurmi 2013).

It is defined as second level modeling in the modeling process. At this level, there are two sub-levels. One of these is the "models" typically detailed, concrete, testable, and empirical and derived from other theories that can be falsified. The other sub-level of the modeling is the testing of the measurement models. Theories typically include some key structures and these structures provide the basis for creating measurement models. Testing of measurement models includes whether certain theoretical constructs will be tested in valid and reliable ways (Nurmi 2013).

The third part of modeling is to "operationalization" key structures to create measuring models based on variables. There are some typical assumptions about how to measure phenomena and key variables in interest areas of different theories in an appropriate way. Variables are various observations of the subject concerned (Nurmi 2013).

Each level of modeling serves different functions of science. Meta-theories typically provide a means for understanding the overall research area. For example, the principles of learning theory, as well as the understanding of learning, are used in many areas of psychology from child development to the development of psychiatric disorders. Theories are typically used as a tool for understanding observations in studies and direct empirical studies. When theories are not useful, the development of new theories is also restricted. Thus, models are used to test broader theories by making use of data obtained from concrete studies. Models may be falsified and if the models are derived from false theories, they lead to the reformulation of these theories. The key role of making it measurable is to ensure that observations are valid and reliable by testing variables and measurement models (Nurmi 2012).

The studies conducted on burnout in working life has contributed to the progression of theories that studied burnout. The first studies based on this theoretical view were conducted by Maslach et al. (2001). However, such studies are mostly cross-sectional studies. In literature, especially cross-sectional research designs are insufficient to explain the developmental processes of psychological features. In this context, cross-sectional studies are limited in explaining the causal relationship between burnout and related factors. Therefore, it is suggested that longitudinal studies to explain the developmental processes of various psychological traits are conducted (Tang et al. 2016). As stated in the modeling process, it may be easier to understand what kind of process school burnout is following in developmental sense through studies conducted in the longitudinal pattern by making use of structural equation modeling.

Similar to the burnout phenomenon in working life, school burnout was studied as a one-dimensional structure in the beginning. However, later just like the views on the burnout concept of Maslach, Schaufeli and Leiter, emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and lack of personal accomplishment have been studied as a three-dimensional structure (2001) (Salmela-Aro et al. 2009). Although this situation provides an advantage in explaining and explaining the well-being of students, it is stated that the causality relations between dimensions are not revealed. It is emphasized that revealing the causality between dimensions is beneficial in terms of developmental processes (Parker and Salmela-Aro 2011).

There are studies aiming to reveal the developmental direction of burnout in the li-
In a study conducted by Golembiewski (1989), it has been seen that burnout predicts well-being and success by presenting a model in this direction (Schaufeli and Enzmann 1998). In this model, it has been suggested that burnout occurs gradually, ends in eight separate clusters and is a progressive situation that disturbs harmony (Golembiewski et al. 1983, Golembiewski et al. 1993). According to this progressive model in the first stage, depersonalization develops and this is followed by feelings of lack of personal accomplishment and emotional exhaustion (Golembiewski 1989, Taris et al. 2005).

In the model suggested by Leiter (1989, Leiter and Maslach 1998), more research findings were presented compared to the model proposed by Golembiewski (Lee and Ashforth 1993, Schaufeli and Enzmann 1998, Taris et al. 2005). This model emphasizes that emotional exhaustion is the first component of burnout, that depersonalization develops as an ineffective coping method and then the feeling of lack of personal accomplishment is formed (Leiter 1989). Especially studies carried out in working life generally support the relation between emotional exhaustion and depersonalization. However, the lack of sufficient studies explaining the relationship between feelings of depersonalization and personal accomplishment led to the emergence of alternative models for testing this distinction (Maslach et al. 2001). In this context, Lee and Ashforth (1993) supported the model of burnout, which Leiter had presented (that emotional exhaustion predicts both depersonalization and lack of personal accomplishment), with longitudinal research. Finally, the most widespread research in the context of developmental models has been carried out by Taris et al. (2005). In this research, the models presented by Lee and Ashforth (1993) and Leiter (1989) were combined. Consequently, it was seen that emotional exhaustion predicted the feeling of personal accomplishment directly and indirectly through depersonalization (Taris et al. 2005).

There are studies aiming to reveal developmental process model in employee burnout as well as studies based on the developmental process model of school burnout. In this direction, aimed at explaining how school burnout develops in students and the course it follows longitudinal researches are being conducted and the results obtained from these studies are discussed in the literature. Parker and Salmela-Aro (2011) collected data for four times with an interval of nine months from 852 high school students, whose age average was 16, in Finland. In this study, in which longitudinal pattern was used, longitudinal panel models were used in the analysis of the data. In the study, it has been seen that exhaustion causes feelings of cynicism and sense of inadequacy. In a similar study conducted by Noh et al. (2013) in Korea, the study started with 405 participants who still continued high school and whose age average was 13. This was three-stage study and analyzes were performed with data from 358 students that participated in all three stages and received $ 5 for each survey participated. It was also seen in this research that emotional exhaustion predicted cynicism and academic inadequacy.

The transition between early and late adolescence periods exists in various cultures and contexts. In this period, due to adolescence period, changes are observed in persons’ cognitive development, school transitions, peer and family roles. These changes often occur in adolescents’ development trajectories. While the changes that take place during this period express the development and adaptation for some adolescents, for others they may have the feature that distorts adaptation (Gutman and Eccles 2007). Accor-
ding to Stage-environment fit (perspective), it is stated that an adolescent, whose envi-
ronment changes in a regressive way from developmental sense, may encounter with
more difficulties. On the other hand, it is stated that in case the social environment
meets the developmental needs of the adolescent, more positive results will be observed
in adolescents. This situation is also called stage-environment compatibility of person.
This perspective on the general level emphasizes the compatibility of the needs of
adolescents moving up to high school from secondary school with the facilities and
opportunities that a traditional high school environment provides. In this sense, a low
adjustment leads to a decrease in the motivation of the adolescents in transition from
secondary school to high school (Eccles et al. 1993).

In addition to examining the causal relationship between the dimensions of school
burnout, developmental changes in school burnout and what kind of change school
burnout exhibits in educational transitions have been studied. For example, it is stated
that there is a decline in the emotional engagement of adolescents, who continue high
school in Finland, to school during the period from the 9th grade until the 11th grade
(Wang et al. 2015). On the other hand, it is stated that school burnout decreases in the
students who make a transition to vocational high schools (Salmela-Aro and Tynkkynen
2012). This situation is linked to the fact that Finnish general high school students
feel more exhausted and worried during the time they spend at school because they find
less pleasant and valuable. Consequently, the rate of dropout in high school students
experiencing school burnout is four times higher than the other students (Bask and
Salmela-Aro 2013). At this stage, the importance of the attitude of cynicism towards
school is mentioned. This leads to cynicism attitudes towards the society and instituti-
ons as well as leading to a reduction in the meaning that a person attaches to school in
general (Salmela-Aro 2017).

Conclusion

The Conservation of Resources (CoR) Theory emphasizes that social support protects
the individual from stress and burnout especially when the demands are intense. In
particular, the abundance of social support resources presents more appropriate ways of
coping with stressful situations and burnout. In addition to this, it is also stated that
social support has a role not only in providing an emotional catharsis but also in sugges-
ting alternative ways in stressful situations. Among the resources, social support is listed
as well as a personality trait of consciousness. It is stated that highly consciousness
persons adopt a problem-focused coping strategy rather than an emotion-focused co-
ping strategy in stressful situations or with school burnout and that they cope more
effectively with stressful situations. It is stated that this situation is similar with the
explanations emphasized in the Demands-Resources Model. It is because those who
prefer emotion-focused coping more than problem-focused coping perceive the de-
mands of school or work more intensely (Alarcon et al. 2011). One of the similarities
between the two theories is the emphasis on the importance of claims in intensely
stressful situations. In other words, in stressful situations, if the resources are limited,
the demands seem more for the person (Hobfoll 1989). Based on these explanations,
both in the Conservation of Resources as well as in the Demands-Resources Model, it
can be said that social support resources are seen to be important in dealing with stress-
ful situations. In addition, both theories draw attention to the fact that it leads to bur-
nout or stress if the demands of the job or school are more than the resources of the individual.

When explanations of Social Cognitive Theory about school burnout is considered, it can be said that the theory emphasizes the concept of self-efficacy, which is a more internal resource. The belief that a person has about completing or overcoming a task reflects the content of the self-efficacy concept (Yang 2004). The emphasis on this inner feature in Social Cognitive Theory exists likewise in the Demands-Resources Model. In this respect, there is an overlapping quality of the two theories. In the Demands-Resources Model, it is stated that personality traits facilitate problem-solving and that problem solving also has a role in coping with school burnout (Alarcon et al. 2011). When self-efficacy beliefs are considered as a feature that contributes positively to the problem-solving processes of the people, it is possible to say that these two concepts are related to school burnout. Based on this, it can be said that there are common characteristics between the Demand-Resource Model and the Social Cognitive Theory.

In terms of the emphasis on understanding meaning in life, it can be said that Existentialist Perspective differs from the Conservation of Resources Theory and the Demand-Resources Model. Not finding the work done meaningful, not finding school and school activities meaningful is important in terms of school burnout. Unlike other theories, it can be said that this theory gives more weight to the explanations at the individual level of school burnout. Especially when Frankl's (2013) views on happiness in the sense of life are taken into consideration, it can be said that a student's finding school activities, lessons and the school itself meaningful is related with a low level of school burnout (Pines and Keinan 2005). Based on this, it can be said that descriptions of Existential Perspective regarding school burnout are based on a philosophical basis and mostly at the individual level. However, on the basis of this theory, it is seen that the number of studies on school burnout is relatively limited in the literature. For this reason, it can be said that there is a need for empirical studies based on existentialist theory.

Developmental Process Model, one of the theories and models covered in the study, provides important information about especially the developmental processes of burnout. This approach attaches importance to modeling studies in school burnout (Nurmi 2012, 2013). On the basis of this model, it is observed that longitudinal studies on school burnout have begun to be made in recent years. Unlike other theories and approaches, this type of longitudinal studies intends to reveal the trajectories of burnout follows according to developmental processes, and the causes of it.

Recently, the concept of burnout has begun to be dealt with in the field of sports as well as in work and school life. This concept is expressed as sports burnout (Sorkkila et al. 2017a; Sorkkila et al. 2017b). Measuring tools have also begun to be developed in this regard (Sorkkila et al. 2017b). In addition, emotion regulation (Seibert et al. 2017) and the relationship between intimate partner violence and school burnout is examined empirically (Cooper et al. 2017). In the field of health, it is possible to see studies that study the connection between school burnout and cardiovascular disorders (May et al. 2018).

As can be understood from the theoretical framework in this study, the concept of burnout negatively affects the adjustment of both employees and students in their daily lives, mental health, and general well-being. Although, in particular, studies dealing
with employee burnout are frequently seen, it can be said that school burnout studies are relatively limited. Although especially in the recent times, studies have been carried out on the basis of the Demands-Resources Model and the Conservation of Resources Theory, the increase in the number of studies based on other theories will make it easier to meet the important needs in the relevant field.

When compared to other theories and interventions, the relatively new Developmental Process Model mostly concentrates on longitudinal research. Longitudinal research provides a rich information about the development and change of a feature over time. For this reason, it brings along a long-term data collection process. Although it is obvious that it is difficult to carry out studies like this, considering the findings it provides, the importance of longitudinal studies draw attention. However, the longitudinal studies on both the employee burnout schools in Turkey have not been found. In the context of a developmental process, in order to understand the course that school burnout follows, longitudinal studies are needed.

Although the concept of school burnout with different variables is studied in Turkey, studies on prevention of school burnout or intervention in school burnout are limited. It is clear that especially for secondary school and high school level intervention-based studies including adolescents are needed. For preventive and protective mental health, it is important that such studies become widespread.
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